
The list of late-finished small-size plate varieties has grown! Collectors should be on the 
lookout for notes printed from four Series of 1934A Federal Reserve Note faces. These are New York 
$5 58 and $10 169, Philadelphia $5 39, and San Francisco $5 52.  

From February to June 1938, the BEP altered 11 Series of 1934 $5 and $10 face plates into 
Series of 1934A faces (see list below). They accomplished this by etching an "A" after the "SERIES 
OF 1934" located on either side of the portrait of Lincoln or Hamilton. They did this to each note on 
the 12-subject plates. 

1934A Face (altered from) Finished as production plate? 
$5 Boston 38 (4) No 
$5 New York 58 (13)  Yes-Nov. 16, 1944; used Nov. 1944-Oct. 1945 
$5 Philadelphia 39 (2)  Yes-Nov. 13, 1944; used Jan. 1946 
$5 Chicago 54  (3) No 
$5 St. Louis 45 (34)  No 
$5 San Francisco 52 (2)  Yes-Nov. 7, 1944; used Nov. 1944-Jan. 1945 
$10 Boston 68  (15)  No 
$10 New York 169 (9)  Yes-Mar. 15, 1944; used Mar.-Nov. 1944 
$10 Philadelphia 62 (12) No 
$10 Chicago 117 (21)  No 
$10 San Francisco 64 (3) No 

The BEP had prepared the 1934 plates from October to December 1934, during the early 
months of Series of 1934 plate production. They used them as electrolytic master bassos. These were 
iron plates lifted from molds made from steel masters. Master bassos served as templates in the 
production of working plates. As such, master bassos physically did not have etched plate serials.  
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Altering them was a huge time-saver for the BEP. Every intaglio detail was identical for 1934 
and 1934A face plates, except for, of course, the "A" after "1934" in the series date on 1934As. 
Alerting the plates canceled the need to prepare a master die and steel master plates for those types. 
This greatly speeded up the production of working faces.   

When they altered the 1934s into 1934As, they assigned each plate a 1934A-sequence plate 
serial. The 1934 plate serials never appeared on a printed sheet. Over the next six years, they used the 
1934As as master bassos for producing 1934A working plates. 

In 1944, the BEP finished four of the 1934A faces as production plates: $5 New York 58, $5 
Philadelphia 39, $5 San Francisco 52, and $10 New York 169. Each had plate serials etched in the 
macro-style normal for the era. The BEP then used all four plates for sheet printings at various times 
from 1944-46. They never finished and canceled the other seven plates.  

I own the $10 note shown here. Heritage Auction Galleries had a small group of New York 
$10s, also with B-D serials, as lot 16410 in their sale no. 3503. So far, these few notes are the only 
examples of this variety known to me. 

What I desperately need are reports and examples of the $5s. Because the BEP used these 
plates during the later years of 1934A production, notes should have serial numbers toward the higher 
end of each respective serial number range for those 1934A types.  

Based on usage, the New York faces may be the most common. Both plates spent at least nine 
months cycling through the press room. Philadelphia face 39 notes may be the most elusive. That plate 
had only a single press run in January 1946 that lasted two weeks.  

Most exciting is the possibility that the $5s were mated with sheets printed from micro back 
plate 637. Back 637 first went to press in June 1945, and plate records show overlaps in the use of it 
and each of the $5 faces. 

I am interested to know about discoveries of these varieties. It's important to narrow down the 
serial ranges for each type. Send information to fivedollarguy@optonline.net, including the type, serial 
number, and face and back plates. Scans are great, too. Good luck hunting! 
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